Subject Line: Campus Heating Update

Dear Campus Community,

Thank you for your continued patience with the heating issues on campus.

We are now ready to begin the process of repairing the heat exchanger for Dewing Hall. We will shut down the heat late this evening in order to let the water cool enough to drain the line and disconnect the temporary boiler. Repairs will begin tomorrow morning, Wednesday, October 31, 2018, and are expected to take a full day. The heat should be running tomorrow evening. Please remember, it does take time for the entire building to reach a comfortable temperature, and adjustments will be made to the flow of heat.

In previous emails, we have referenced a third issue with the campus heating system. We have leaks in the condensate line, which is the part of the heat system that returns the steam to the boiler house. In addition, we have some underground structural support needs.

Beginning November 1, you will start to see work conducted along Academy Street. There will be steam coming from the tunnels under the sidewalk, and there are three areas where the sidewalk may not be passable:

- In front of Dewing Hall.
- Between Anderson Athletic Center and Hoben Hall on Academy Street.
- In the plaza between Anderson and Hoben.

In addition, at some point during the week of November 26, while students are on break, we will have to temporarily shut down the main heat system to campus. As we get closer to that week, we will send out more detailed information.

If you have questions, please contact your member of President’s Staff. We are working as quickly as we can to safely resolve these issues.

Sincerely,

President’s Staff